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Abstract 
I n this thesis, we present the classical l im i t theorems for products of indepen-
dent identically distr ibuted (i.i.d.) invertible random matrices Y1,Y2,..., including 
the properties of the upper Lyapunov exponent and the contract ion action of the 
products Yn . •. Yi on P(M^). The main results come f rom the works of Fursten-
berg, Kesten, Guivar 'h, Raugi and Le Page. 
Some recent results about Lyapunov exponents would also be explored in the 
thesis. We present a result of Peres about the analytic dependence of Lyapunov 
exponents on the probabilit ies. Also, we present a recent result of Pol l icott about 
a new expression of upper Lyapunov exponents and an efficient approach to ap-
proximate them. 
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The l im i t theorems for products of independent ident ical ly d is t r ibu ted (i. i .d.) 
invert ib le matrices, in i t ia ted by Bel lman, were fu l ly developed by Furstenberg, 
Kesten, Guivarc 'h, Raugi and Le Page. 
1.1 The main results 
Let Y1,Y2,... be a sequence of invert ible random d x d matrices w i t h real entries 
which are independent and ident ical ly d ist r ibuted. I n 1954, Be l lman [1] studied 
the asymptot ic behavior of the product Sn 二 Yn . •. ^ i i n certain cases. He showed 
tha t for Yn having posit ive entries, then under certain condit ions, 
l i m -E[log{Sn)ij) 
n—00 n 
exists, where {Sn)ij denotes the ijth. entry of Sn-
Furstenberg and Kesten considered the behavior of the no rm ||6^n||. I f the 
expectat ion E(log+ ||Yi||) is finite, then there exists 71 G R U { - 0 0 } , called the 
upper Lyapunov exponent, such tha t 
l i m — log \\Sn\\ = 7 i a.s. 
n—00 TL 
The result was proved by Furstenberg and Kesten [5] i n 1960. 
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For any x ^ 0 in R^, let x denote the di rect ion of x (i.e. the class of x 
i n the project ive space P ( ^ ^ ) . The random matr ies Sn have asymptot ica l ly a 
contract ing act ion on P(M^) . Let / i be the d is t r ibu t ion of V i and T^ be the 
smallest closed semigroup in Gl{d, M) which contains the support of fj,. Accord ing 
to the results of Guivarc 'h and Raugi [7] and Le Page [8], i f T^ is contract ing and 
strongly irreducible, we have 
(a) For any x + 0 i n M^, 
l i m — log ||5rjx|| = 7 i a.s. 
n—oo n 
(b) There exists a unique /x-invariant d is t r ibu t ion on the project ive space P {R^ ) . 
(c) For any x , y i n P (R^ ) , 
l i m sup - log 5{Sn • X, Sn . y) < 0 a.s. 
n—oo 几 
where 
S{x,y) 二 | s in (ang le(^ ,y ) ) 
is the na tura l angular distance on P(M^) . 
(d) The two upper Lyapunov exponents associated w i t h {Sn) are d ist inct . 
I t shows tha t the random matries Sn have asymptot ica l ly a contract ing act ion on 
P (R^ ) . The random vectors SnX and SnV tend to "l ine up" i n the same di rect ion 
exponent ial ly fast for any x,y G R ^ \ { 0 } . 
Peres, Hennion and Ruelle investigated the analyt ic dependence of the Lya-
punov exponent. Fol lowing Peres [11], for Y1,Y2,... tak ing f in i te ly rnany values 
{ A i , ...,Am} i n Gl{d, R) , under a s impl ic i ty assumption for 71, 71 is analyt ic de-
pendent on (p i , ...,Pm) where 
Pj = Pr{Yi = A j } , 1 < j < m. 
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The simpl ic i ty assumption may be replaced by an i r reducibi l i ty assumption. Also 
the result can be extended to Markovian random mat r i x products. 
The Lyapunov exponent plays an important role in a number of fields, such 
as the study of Ising model [10] and Schrodinger equations [2]. The calculation of 
the Lyapunov exponent are wor th studying. I t is a fundamental problem to find 
an explicit expression for the Lyapunov exponent and a useful method of accu-
rate and rapid approximation. Unfortunately, there are few analyt ic techniques 
available to study the Lyapunov exponent. 
For the matrices having positive entries, in [12] Pol l icott gave a new expression 
of the upper Lyapunov exponent in terms of associated complex functions. The 
expression gives an algor i thm to construct a sequence (7("))，defined in terms of 
the maximal eigenvectors and the eigenvalues of products of at most n of the 
matrices, such that there exist C > 0 and K > 0 w i t h 
7 i - 7(叫 < i T e x p ( - C n ^ + ^ ) for al l n > 0. 
I t means that 7(") converges to the upper Lyapunov exponent 71 faster than any 
exponential rate. 
1.2 Structure of the thesis 
I n Chapter 2 we introduce the basic properties of the upper Lyapunov exponent 
7 i and prove the main result in Furstenberg and Kesten [5 . 
I n Chapter 3 we study the contraction action of the products Yn. • • Yi on 
P(R^) and present some main results of Guivarc'h, Raugi [7] and Le Page [8 . 
The content of Chapter 2 and 3 are based on the book of Bougerol and Lacroix 
:2:. 
I n Chapter 4 we discuss the result for the real-analytic dependence of the 
upper Lyapunov exponent on the probabilit ies, based on the paper of Peres [11 
in 1991. 
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I n Chapter 5 we mention the recent result of Pol l icott [12] in 2010 for the new 
expression and the approximation of 71 for positive matrices. 
Chapter 2 
The Upper Lyapunov Exponent 
I n th is chapter we define the upper Lyapunov exponent 7 wh ich gives the exponen-
t ia l rate of g rowth of the norm of products of independent ident ical ly d is t r ibu ted 
(i. i .d.) random matrices. 
I n Section 2.1, we introduce some notat ions used in the presentation. I n 
Section 2.2’ we give the def in i t ion of the upper Lyapunov exponent 7. I n Section 
2.3, we present a useful proposi t ion on cocycles. The ma in result of Furstenberg 
and Kesten [5] is proved in Section 2.5. 
2.1 Notation 
Let M(d, M) be the set of d x d matrices w i t h real entries. Let Gl{d, R ) be the set 
of invert ible elements i n M{d, R) . For any ma t r i x M, let M * denote the transpose 
of M. 
Most of the results we present do not depend on a par t icu lar no rm on R and 
M{d, M). For convenience, we consider 
1 ( d Y 
\x\\ = {x,x)i = ^Y^x\ 
\i=i 
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and 
|M | | = sup{ | |Mj ; | | : x G R ^ ||x|| 二 1} 
for any cc E R^ and M € M ( d , R) . 
For a random variable X on a probabi l i ty space {Q,A, P) , the expectat ion of 
X is defined by 
E{X) = J X dF 
2.2 The upper Lyapunov exponent 
For a sequence {Yn ]n> i of independent ident ical ly d is t r ibu ted (i . i .d.) random ma-
trices w i t h common d is t r ibu t ion /x, let Sn = Yn •. • ^ i , then ||6^n|| < | |K | | . • • | |^ i | • 
I f E ( log+ | |yi | | ) < 00 ( / + = sup ( f , 0)), then log+ ||Yi|| is integrable. I f n , p > 1, 
then 
^ ( l o g | | ^+p l | ) < ^ ( l o g llFn+p . . • K + l | | ) + ^ ( i o g ||Fn ‘ . . YlW) 
< ^ ; ( l o g | | 5 n | | ) + ^ ( log | |5p | | ) . 
Hence the sequence { ^ ( l o g | | 5 ^ | ) } is subaddit ive (A sequence (a^) is subaddit ive 
i f am+p < a ^ + a p f o r a n y m , ^ G N.) and so i E ( l o g | | 5 n | | ) ""^> in fm;^^( log | |S 'm| | ) 
in R U { - o c } as n ~~、oc. 
Definition 2.2.1. I f E{log^ ||Yi||) < 00, the upper Lyapunov exponent associ-
ated w i t h / i is the element 7 in R U ' { - o o } defined by 
7 = l i m -E{log \\Yn • • • ^x11). 
n—00 n 
We have tha t 7 is independent of the chosen no rm since al l norms on M(d, R) 
are equivalent. We w i l l prove tha t i f the matrices are invert ible, then 
7 = l i m - log \\Yn . ^ Y i l 
Ti—oo TL 
almost surely. 
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2.3 Cocycles 
A proposi t ion on cocycles is required for the proof of Furstenberg and Kesten's 
result. 
D e f i n i t i o n 2 .3 .1 . Let G be a topological semigroup. We say tha t G acts on a 
topological space B i f one can associate continuously to each (仏 x) i n G x B an 
element g . x of B such tha t {g1g2) . x = gi . {g2 . x) for any g1,g2 G G, x G B. I f 
G is a group w i t h un i t e and i f moreover e . x = x for any x G B, we say tha t B 
is a G-space. 
D e f i n i t i o n 2 .3 .2 . Let G be a topological semigroup act ing on a space B. A 
continuous map a : G x B — R is said to be an addi t ive cocycle i f 
c^{gi92,x) = a{g1,g2 . x) + a{g2, x) 
for any g1,g2 G G, x G B. 
Example 2 .3 .3 . For G 二 G7(c^,M), B = {x G R^ ： ||x|| = 1} . B is a G-space i f 
we set 
_ Mx ,^ „ 门 
M . cc = ,^ , M e G, X G B. 
\\Mx\\ 
We have cr(M, x) = log \\Mx\\ is an addit ive cocycle. 
D e f i n i t i o n 2 .3 .4 . Let G be a topological semigroup act ing on B. I f |i is a 
probabi l i ty measure on G, u is a probabi l i ty measure on B, we denote by — the 
d is t r ibu t ion on B which satisfies 
J f{x)d{fj.^u){x) = J j f{g • x)d^{g)du{x) 
for al l bounded Borel functions f on B. 
We say tha t v is /^-invariant i f /i*z^ = v. 
Proposition 2.3.5. Let G be a topological semigroup acting on a space B and let 
cr be an additive cocycle on G x B. Consider a sequence {Y^nln>! ofi.i.d. random 
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elements ofG with common distribution ^. Ifu is a jjL-invariant distribution on 
B such that ff \a{g,x)\dfj,{g)du{x) < oo, then 
l i m i a ( K M - - ^ ) , z ) 
n^oo n 
exists for P 0 v a.s. and in L^ (P ⑧")，where P is the probability measure of 
n = {u; = {Yn)n>i ： Yn G G} foT which the Yi，s are independent with distribution 
l_i. (We consider A being the a-algebra generated by the coordinate maps Yn- It 
means that we take {Y'^U) : n G N and U is Borel in G} to generate A.) 
Proof. We need to use the Bi rkhof f 's ergodic theorem for the proof. 
‘ . . , 
Brrkhoff,s ergodic theorem([13], P.25): IfT is a measure-preserving map of a 
probability space {n,A, F), then for each f G L\ ^ Yl^'^ f{T'x) converges to 
E { f U ) a.s. and in L\ where J = {A € A ： P ( T " M A A) = 0 } . 
Let E = n X B and Q = P 0 v. Define Q : E — E by 
0{{Yn)n>ux) = {{Yn+l)n>uYi-x). 
I f Ao is a Borel set i n B and A i , . . . , A^,... are Borel sets i n G, then 
Q{e-\{Ai X ••• X An X … ) X Ao) = ( P 0 " ) ( K e Ai,...,Yn+i € An,.:,Yi'Xe Ao) 
= ( P 0 z / ) ( y i G Ai,...,Yn e An,...,x e Ao) 
=Q{{Ai X . . . X An X • • • ) X Ao)). 
(We have used the independence of the Yi's and the fact t ha t v is / / - invariant.) 
Hence 9 preserves Q. 
Define a funct ion F on E by F(cj, x) = cr(Yi,x) for co = { ^ n l n > ! , then 
a(Yn •.. Yi,x) = a(Yn, ( K - i . . . ^ .工)+ 略 — i •.. %,工） 
n - l n -1 
= . • . = E 吼 + 1 ， ⑴ . . • ^ 1 . 工 ) = E Fm。, ^ ) ) -
p=0 p=0 
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B y the B i rkhof f ' s ergodic theorem, 
i a ( K - - - y i , x ) = i x ! ^ ( ^ ' ( ^ ' ^ ) ) 
几 ^ U 
converges P 0 v a.s. and in L^ (P (g) v) . • 
Now we show tha t there is a / /- invariant d is t r ibu t ion on a compact separable 
G-space. 
Lemma 2.3.6. Let B be a compact separable G-space and f j , be a distribution 
on G. For any distribution m on B, each limit point of {\ YJi'^ M'*^)n>i ^s 
a fi-invariant distribution on B. (|J denote the ith convolution power o f f j . , yP 
denote the Dirac measure at the unit e ofG, i.e., for A C B，//°(A) = 1 ife G A 
and / ( A ) = 0 ife^A.) 
Proof. Let i^n = ^ Y^i=o A^'*^- Since B is separable and compact, there exists a 
subsequence { "n ( j ) } such tha t “几⑴ ~~^> v weakly for a probab i l i t y measure v of 
B. For any n, 
1 n - l 1 n -1 1 
—n = -y^//+^*m = - ^ A i ' * m + -(yu"*m — m) 
几 i=0 i=0 
=i/n + -(u^=^m - m), 
n 
so le t t ing n — 00 along a subsequence, — = " . 口 
Remark 2.3.7. For a sequence of d is t r ibu t ion { / ½ } of a space B, we say /x„ ~~> 
fjL weakly i f 
l i m / f d|jin = / f d^ 
n—00 j J 
for any f G CJ^B), the space of continuous functions on B with compact support. 
2.4 The Theorem of Furstenberg and Kesten 
The fol lowing is the ma in result of Furstenberg and Kesten [5 • 
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Theorem2.4 .1 . LetY1,Y2,... he i.i.d. random matrices in Gl{d, R). //^(log+||Fi||) < 
00, then with probability one, 
lim i l o g | | K . - M = 7 . 
n—00 n 
Proof. F i x a posit ive integer m and for any integer n, n 二 mp + q,p > 0 ,0 < q < 
m. We have 
- l o g | | y , . •. m i < - log llYn . . . Ypm+i II + - log \\Ypm . . • n II 
n n n 
1 几 1 P—i 
< - V log | |K | | + - 5 ^ 1 o g | | Y ( ^ i — . . . ^ m + i | . 
n . ^ , n ^ 
t=pm+l J=U 
We have log ||%|| < log+ ||X||. Since ^ ( l o g + ||l"i||) < 00, log+ ||Ki|| < 00 a.s., and 
hence l imsup^^<^ ^ YTi^pm+i log l lXl l < • a.s. 
Therefore by the law of large numbers, 
l i m s u p l l o g | | Y n - . . Y i | | S ^ ^ ( l o g | | y m . . . > l | | ) a.s. 
n^oo 几 爪 
and hence 
l i m s u p - l o g | | y n ' - - ^ i | | < l i m 丄夙10邑 | | 7饥...71 | | )=7 a.s. 
n^oo n 饥—00 m 
This proves the theorem i f 7 = —00. 
The law of large numbers([3], P.126): Let X„ be a sequence of i.i.d.r.v.'s, then 
we have 
1 “ 
^ ; ( | X i | ) < o o ^ lim - y " X i = E { X i ) a.s. 




£ : ( | q ) = = o o 々 l i m s u p — y ^ X j = 00 a.s. 
n^oo 77/ . 
i=l 
We add a remark here: 
Remark 2 .4 .2 . If E{\Xi\) = 00 but with E{X^) < 00, then 
E{Xi) = 2E{X+) — E ( | X i | ) - - 0 0 
We can st i l l get l i m s u p ^ _ ^ • E r = i 不 = — ⑷ = ^ d ^ i l ) a.s. 
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Suppose 7 is finite. Let B = {M e M{d,R) : | |M|| = 1} {B is compact and 
separable). For Y" G Gl{d,R) and M e B, we let Y . M = ^ ¾ , so B becomes 
a Gl{d, R)-space. Let m be the Dirac measure at the ident i ty m a t r i x Id on B 
(for A c B, m{A) = 1 i f Id G A and m{A) 二 0 i f Id 0 A) and let ^ be the 
d is t r ibu t ion of Yi. For any integer n , define the d is t r ibu t ion Un on B by 
1 几—1 
z^ n = - V i t i ' * m . n ^ t=0 
If {un{V|) is a convergent subsequence of � , t h e n its limit “ is a /i-invariant 
d is t r ibu t ion (by Lemma 2.3.6.). Define a : Gl(d, R ) x B — R by 
a ( y , M ) = l o g | | y M | | , y e Gl{d,n), M e B. 
For any Yi , Ys G Gl{d, R) and M e B, 
YoM 
a ( Y i K , M ) = log WY,Y2MW = log | | y i ^ ; ^ | | + log | |%M| | 
= a ( Y i , K . i l ^ ) + ^ , M 
so tha t cr is an addit ive cocycle. We have cr(y, M) < log | |y | | | |M|| 二 log | |y | | , so 
a + ( y , M ) < log+ | |y| | . Since ^ ( l o g + ||Yi||) < 0 0， J a + { Y , M ) d f j . { Y ) is a bounded 
continuous funct ion on B , so 
.Um J j a+{Y,M)d^{Y)dUn^^{M) = j | a+{Y,M)d^{Y)du{M). 
On the other hand, for cT = sup(-cr , 0) and any k > 0, / inf(A:, c r " (y , M))djLi(Y) 
is a bounded continuous funct ion on B, so 
.Um 11 mf{k,a-{Y,M))dfi{Y)dur,^^{M) = j j mi{k,a-{Y,M))dfi{Y)du{M). 
Since for any k > 0， 
l i m m f j j a-{Y, M)dii{Y)dPn{i){M) > .Hm J j inf(A;, a - { Y , M))d iJ i {Y)dyn{ i ) {M) 
二 j j mi[k,cf-{Y,M))d^j.{Y)dy{M) 
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and by Fatou's Lemma, 
l i m i n f jj mi{k,a-{Y,M))dii{Y)du{M) > jj a-dfi{Y)di^{M). 
Thus 
l i m m f J j a - { Y , M ) d | ^ { Y ) d U n i i ) { M ) > J j a - d ^ { Y ) d u { M ) . 
Hence 
l imsup [ [ a{Y,M)d^idPn{i) � l imsup [[{a+{Y,M) - a-{Y,M))d^dVn{i) 
i^oo JJ i^oo JJ 
< I I a+{Y, M)diJidv — j j a'{Y, M)dfidu 
= J j a{Y,M)djjLdv. 
We have 
J j (j(y, M)dfidun 二 ^  ^  J j (J{Y, M)d^d{u'^m) 
z^ 0^ 
= i J . . . J ^ a(y,+i,y,... n . M)d/4Yi+i)... di4X^)d[m) 
=-/••• / 2 ^ + i , > V . . > W ) ^ ( y n K . M n ) 
几 J J i=0 
= • j • . . / " ( K . . . ^ 1' I)MYn) . . • MYl) 
--E(log Y^.- .yi||)~~> 7 as n — oo. 
n 
Therefore 
j 1 a{Y, M)dfjAiy > l imsup J j a {Y, M)d—n、i) = 7-
We have 
I I |a(y; M)\diJ.diy 二 2 | j a+(Y, M)dyidu + ( - J j a{Y, M)dfj,du) < oo, 
so cr is in L^ ( / i (g) " ) • B y Proposi t ion 2.3.5., for some f : Q x B — R , as n — 00 
i log | | y „ M . . . y i H M | | � i o * % M . . , 糊 ， M ) — f { u , M) 
n n 
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w i t h P (g) u probab i l i t y one. Since 
- l o g WYn{uj)... y i M M | | < - log I I Y n H . . . Yi{uu)W + i log ||M|1, 
n Ti � 
we obta in 
1 1 
f ( u , M) < liminf - log ||7几(—..• ^ i M I I < limsup 一 log ||ynH . •. ^ i M I I < 7-
n^oo Ti n—^oo ^ 
Also, as n — oo, i a ( K H - - - y i ( a ; ) , M ) ^ f{u,M) i n L \ F ^ i y ) . W i t h v is 
/ i - invar iant , we have 
jj f{uj, M)dF{uj)du{M) = Yi^ jj ^a{Yn{uj). "Yi{oj),M)dF{uj)du{M) 
几一 1 
= l i m i [ . . . [ y a{Yi+u {Yi... ^ . M ) ^ ( X + i ) •.. M Y i ) M M ) 
n^oonJ J ^ 
= l i m i y [ [ o-(y, M)dfidu > 7， 
n—oo n ^ J J 
i=0 
so / ( c j , M) = 7 a.s. Therefore 





For a sequence {Yn)n> i of i . i .d. invert ible random matrices w i t h common distr i -
bu t ion jjL, let Sn = Yn . . • Y i , we w i l l give a condi t ion ensuring tha t 
(a) For any x ^ 0 i n M^, 
l i m - log l l^nxl l = 7 a.s. 
n~>oo n 
(b) There exists a unique / i - invariant d is t r ibu t ion on the project ive space P(M^) . 
(c) For any x, y in P(M^) , 
l i m sup - log S{Sn • X, Sn . y) < 0 a.s. 
n—oo � 
where 
S{x,y) = | s in (ang le(x ,y ) ) 
is the natura l angular distance on P {R^ ) . 
(d) The two upper Lyapunov exponents associated w i t h {Sn) are dist inct . 
I t shows tha t the random matries Sn have asymptot ica l ly a contract ing act ion on 
P (R^ ) . The random vectors SnX and SnV tend to "l ine up" i n the same direct ion 
exponent ial ly fast for any x,y € R ^ \ { 0 } . 
19 
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I n Section 3.1, we prove two useful lemmas. Cont rac t ing sets and strong 
i r reduc ib i l i ty are int roduced in Section 3.1 and Section 3.2 respectively. These 
are the two condit ions required for ensuring the above statements, (a) and (b) 
are proved in Section 3.4. I n Section 3.5, under an i r reduc ib i l i ty assumption, we 
study a necessary and sufficient condi t ion for ensuring tha t S(Sn . x , Sn . V) ~~^ • 
a.s. as n ~~、oo. The d Lyapunov exponents are in t roduced in Section 3.6. The 
ma in result of th is chapter is given in Section 3.7 and i t proves (c) and (d). 
3.1 Two basic lemmas 
We present two useful lemmas in th is section. 
We say tha t two nonzero vectors x and y i n M^ have the same di rect ion i f 
X = \ y for some 入 G M. This defines an equivalence re lat ion 〜 o n R ^ \ { 0 } , i.e., 
X 〜 y if they have the same direction. Then we can define the project ive space 
P (R^ ) . 
D e f i n i t i o n 3 .1 .1 . The set of directions i n M^ is the project ive space P(M^) 
defined as the quot ient space ( R ^ \ { 0 } ) / 〜 . F o r a; G M ^ \ { 0 } , x G P(M^) denote 
its direct ion. For M € Gl(d, M), we set M • x = Wx. 
Notation 3 .1 .2 . I f M G Gl{d, M) and m is a d is t r ibu t ion on P(M^) , we denote 
by Mm the probabi l i ty measure on P ( K " ) defined by 
J f{x)d{Mm){x) = j f { M ' x ) d m { x ) 
for al l bounded Borel funct ion f on P (R^ ) . 
Remark 3.1.3. For A e M{d,R) and x G R^ generally, i f Ax + 0, A . x = Ax 
is wel l defined. I f m({x G P (R^ ) ： Ax = 0 } ) = 0, Am can be defined al though A 
may not be invert ible. Similarly, i f there is a sequence of matrices (A^ ) converges 
to A w i t h m({x e P(R^) : AnX = 0 } ) = 0 for al l n and m{{x G P(M^) ： Ax = 
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0 } ) = 0. We have A ^ - x ~"^、^ -xexcept x i n a un ion of countably many measure 
zero sets i n P (R^ ) , so A „ m ~"> Am. 
The fol lowing lemma is f rom Guivarc 'h and Raugi [7 . 
Lemma 3.1.4. Let G be a topological semigroup acting on a second countable 
locally compact space B. Consider a sequence {Xn}n>i of independent random 
elements of G with a common distribution |jL defined on (^ 2，乂’炉).If v is a 
fjL-invariant distribution on B, then for almost all u there exists a probability 
measure v^ on B such that the sequence 
{X1{uj)X2{io) . . . Xn{(^)gi^)n>l 
converges weakly to v。as m ~~> 00 for almost all g G G with respect to X = 
Eoo o—n—1 ,,n 
n=0^ P • 
Moreover for each bounded Borel function f on B 
J fdiy = E ( J fdi^》. 
Proof. Let f be a continuous bounded Borel real funct ion on B and F : G •"> R 
be defined by 
F{g)= [ f{g-x)du{x), geG. 
JB 
Set Mn = X1X2 . • • Xn. I f Tn is the cr-algebra generated by the coordinate maps 
X i , . . . ,Xn, then 
E{F{Mn+i) I J"n) = J F{Mng)d^{g) = j | f{Mng • x)dfi(g)di^{x) 
= j f{Mn . x)d{|I^l^){x) = j f{Mn . x)dv{x) = F[NQ. 
This shows that { ( F ( M j , J ^ n ) ) n > i is a martingale, i.e., for each n， 
(a) Tn C J^n+1 and F{Mn) e Tn\ 
(b) ^ ; ( | F ( M O I ) < o o ; 
(c) F ( M , ) = ^ ; ( F ( M , + i | ^ ) . 
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Since E(lF(Mn)i) is bounded as f is bounded, by mart ingale convergence theo-
rem, F { M n ) converges a.s. to some F / . 
Martingale convergence theorem([3], P.334)： //{(Xn,J^n)>n>i “ anL! bounded 
suhmartingale, then Xn converges a. e. to a finite limit. 
Also, since | F ( A f 』 i s un i formly bounded, 
f ' 、 EiVf) = l i m E{F{Mn)) = E{F{Mi)) = / f du. 
n~^oo J 
For any posit ive integers k, r, 
E(|F(Mk+r) - F(Mk)j') = E(F(M,+.)2) + E(F(M,)') - 2B(F(Mk+r)F(M,)) 
= E ( F ( M , + r ) ' ) - ^ ( F ( M , n 
B y cancellation, for any p, 
f^E(lF(M,^r) 一 F(M,)n = ^ E ( F ( M , ^ r ) ' ) - ^ B ( F ( M , r ) 





00 / . \ 
J 2 ^ [ n ^ ( ^ k g ) - F ( M , ) l ' d X ( g ) j 
k=i \J , ) 
00 00 / 广 \ 
= EE^"'" '^ ( / \事9) — w)pc^/i^(^)j 
k=l r=0 • , 
00 00 




r = 0 ^ 
So j2r=1 | F ( A 4 " ) - F ( M i t ) p is f in i te and F[Mkg) converges to T f , P 0 A almost 
surely. 
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Choose a dense sequence {fg)q>i i n the space Cc{B) of continuous funct ions 
on B w i t h compact support . There exists a measurable subset A of Q x B w i t h 
(P (g) A)(v4) = 1 such that for (cj, g) e A, 
J UMn{^)g. x)dv{x) — r / , M . 
I f u。,g is a l im i t po int of { M n { o j ) g ^ ] n > i for the weak topology, 
J fq dv^g = r / » Vg > 1. 
This shows tha t " … d o e s not depend on g and is the l im i t of Mn{uj)giy- Therefore 
we denote i t by v。and i t is a measure on B . (We can check tha t V is a posit ive 
linear funct ional on Cc{B).) Since 
J fqdl^ = E(Xfq), 
we have 
J f du = E(^J f diAv) 
for any bounded Borel / , and v^ must be a.s. a probabi l i ty measure. • 
The fol lowing lemma is required for proving tha t the Lyapunov exponents (or 
difference of Lyapunov exponents) are posit ive. 
Lemma 3.1.5. Let B be a G-space, (Yn) is a sequence of independent random 
elements ofG with distribution cocycle on G x B. Suppose that v is a fjAnnariant 
distribution on B such that 
⑷ 
J j a^{g,x)diJ.{g)du{x) < oo. 
( i i ) For P (8) u-almost all {u,x), l imn—ooC7 (KM . ..Yi(u;),jO = +⑴. 
Then a is in L^{F^u) and JJa{g,x)dfj,{g)du{x) > 0. 
B y using the arguments in the proof of Proposi t ion 2.3.1., Lemma 3.1.2. follows 
at once f rom the fol lowing lemma: 
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Lemma 3.1.6. Let {E, T, A) be a probability space and 9 : E —> E a measurable 
transformation which preserves A. I f f : E ~~、M is so that ff+dX < 00 and 
limn—00 J2i=i f。少=+oo almost everywhere then f G L^ and f f dX > 0. 
Proof. B y the Ergodic Theorem (see Remark 3.1.7.)， 
1 n—l 
l i m - y f 0 妒 = E { f I J ) a.s. 
n^oo Ti ""^ ^ i=0 
where J = { 4 G J" ： A ( ^ " ^A A A) = 0} . 
Since EL"o ' f。炉—+oo, E{f | J) > 0 a.s.. We have 
J\f\dX = J ( 2 / + - f)dX = 2 J f+dX — J E{f I J)d\ < 00, 
so f is actual ly i n L\ 
I f f f dX = 0, then 
1 n—l 
- V f 0 d' ~"^^ 0 a.s. 
n ^ ' 1=0 
For each e > 0, let I,{t) = [t — e, t + e], Sn = YTiZo f。#(^0 and for m being the 
Lebesgue measure on M, let 
, n \ 
K{^) = m [ J U S j { x ) ) ] . 
Kj=i J 
For A-almost al l x and any 5 > 0’ there exists n 。 = Uo(x, S) such t ha t for k > no, 
\Sk{x)\ < kS. Hence fora l ln , i^ (aO < ^ ( x ) + 2 n J + 2 e and limsup^_^^ ^^n(^) < 
26 for al l 5 > 0. Therefore ^Rn(x) 一 0 a.s. and 
l i m -E{R'^{x)) 二 0 
n^oo Ti 
as -Rtix) is bounded. Note tha t since Sn 〇 0 二 5^+1 - 5 i , 
n Ti^ > 
/ n+ l \ / n \ 
成 + 1 _ 丑 > 0 二 肌 0 二 阅 ) — 爪 0 7 “ 尚 + 1 —划 
\j=i / Vj=i / 
/ n \ /n+l \ 
= m Ule(4) —^ U A ( & ) . 
V?=0 / \j=2 / 
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We have 
Rn+l — ^n 0 0 > 2el^-^2e，i=2”.. ’n+l}, 
SO 
E{R'^+,)-E{R'^o6)>2eX{x: 1 ¾ - ¾ ! > 2 e , i = 2 , . . , n + l } 
and since 6 preserves A, 
^(^+i) - ^(^n) > 2eA{x : |5,-| > 2e,j 二 l”..，n}. 
This implies that 
l im -E{R'J > 2eX{x : |5,-| > 2e,Vj > 1}, 
Tl—OO Tl 
hence for any e > 0, 
A{^;:|^|>6,Vj>l> = 0. 
Since Sj+p - Sp = Sj o 评， {S jJ > 1} and {Sj+p - SpJ > 1} have the same 
distr ibution. Therefore for any integer p > 0 and e > 0， 
入{工:lSj+p{x) - 5p(x)| > e ,V j > 1} = 0 
and 
A{a; : lSj+p{x) - 4 ( o r ) | 〉 e , V j > 1 for some p} = 0 
This contradicts the fact that l im5n = oo a.s.. 口 
Remark 3.1.7. The condition of f being L^ in the Ergodic Theorem can be 
replaced by J f + d X < oo (see Exercise in [2], P.23). 
3.2 Contracting sets 
We introduce the contracting sets in this section. Let diag(ai, ...,ad) denote the 
d X d matrix A whose entries Aij satisfy 
, 1 CLi, i = j 
Aj = \ I 
[0, i ^ j 
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and let 0(d) be the set of d x d or thogonal matrices,i.e., 
• ⑷ = { M e Gl{d,R) : M*M = Id} 
Definition 3 .2 .1 . Let M G Gl{d,R. We say tha t M 二 _K"At/ is a "polar de-
composit ion" of M i f K and U are i n 0{d) and i f A = d iag(a i ,〜 ’ ad ) w i t h 
a i > tt2 > • . . > ad > 0. 
The fol lowing lemma shows tha t we can wr i te a polar decomposit ion for any 
invert ible mat r i x . 
Lemma 3.2.2. Any invertible matrix has a polar decomposition. Moreover ai > 
a2 > . . . > CLd > 0 are necessarily the square roots of the eigenvalues ofM*M. 
Proof. Let { e i , . . . ,6^} be the canonical basis of R^ and { / i , . . . , fd} be an or thonor-
mal basis such tha t M*Mfi = a j f i for 1 < i < d. Let U be the or thogonal ma t r i x 
such tha t Ufi = ei for 1 < i < d. We have 
U*AHlfi = U*A% = alU-^6i = a^fi = M*Mfi, 
so U*A^U 二 M*M. I f we set K + MU'^A'^, then K is or thogonal since 
K*K = A'WM*MU-^A-^ = Id. Therefore M = KAU wh ich has a polar 
decomposit ion. Also, i f M = KAU, then UM*MU-^ = A^, so a】 must be the 
eigenvalues of M*M for 1 < i < d. 口 
Definition 3 .2 .3 . Given a subset T of Gl{d, R) , we define the index of T as 
the least integer p such tha t there exists a sequence {Mn)n>o i n T for which 
\Mn\\~^Mn converges to a rank p mat r ix . 
We say tha t T is contract ing when its index is one. 
Remark 3 .2 .4 . Since | |M^ | | " ^M^ has norm one for al l n, i t does not converge 
to the zero mat r i x , so we have 1 < p < d. 
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Lemma 3.2.5. Let T be a subset of Gl{d, R). For any M in T, let ai(M) > 
tt2(M) > •.. > ad(M) > 0 be the square roots ofthe eigenvalues ofM*M. Then, 
i f p is the index ofT, 
s u p { a , ( M ) - ' a i ( M ) : M G T} = 00 
if and only i f i > p. 
Proof. F i x an integer i w i t h 2 < i < d. Take a sequence {Mn)n>i i n T such tha t 
l i m ai{Mn)-'ai{Mn) = s u p { a “ M ) - V ( M ) : M G T } . 
n^oo 
Consider M ^ = KnArJJn to be a polar decomposit ion of M ^ , and consider orthog-
onal matrices K, U to be l im i t points of K ^ , 队 respectively and tha t | | ^ „ | | " 1 ^ 
converges to some d iag(a i , . . . , ad ) w i t h o;i > … > ad > 0. (We can get al l 
the l im i t points along a subsequence by f inding l im i t points one by one). Since 
orthogonal matrices are isometries, we have ||M^|| = ||An||. Th is implies tha t 
lim \\Mn\\~^ Mn = i^diag(o;i,..., ad)U. 
n^oo 
Since the index of T is p, we have a^ > 0 for i < p and a^ = 0 for i > p + 1. The 
result follows where 
l i m a i { M ) - ^ a i { M ) = — . 
n~>oo OLi 
• 
Definition 3 .2 .6 . A probabi l i ty measure m on P (R^ ) is said to be proper i f for 
any hyperplane H i n R^, 
m{{x e P(M^)：工 e B \ { 0 } } ) = 0. 
The fol lowing result shows tha t the word "contract ing" refers to the act ion 
on proper measures on P(R。 . 
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Proposition 3.2.7. Let T be a contracting subset ofGl{d,R). For any proper 
probability measure m on P(M^), there exists a sequence {Mn>n>o 切 T such that 
Mrjn converges weakly to a Dirac measure as n — oo. 
Proof. Let Mn be a sequence in T such tha t | |M^ | | " ^Mn converges to a rank one 
mat r i x , say M. For any x G M^ such tha t Mx + 0, l inin^oo M ^ . x = M • x. Since 
m is proper and {x e M^ ： Mx 二 0} is a hyperplane, we have 
l i m Mn . X = M . X for m-a lmost a l l x. 
n—oo 
If ^ is the direction of the range of M, then 
l i m M n • X = z for m-a lmost al l x , 
n^oo 
SO that MnTU converges weakly to ^ . 口 
Generally, i t is di f f icul t to compute the index of a given set. The fol lowing 
result help us to determine i f the index of a subgroup of Gl{d,R) is less t han d. 
Proposition 3.2.8. Let G be a subgroup ofGl{d, R). Ifthe index ofG is equal to 
d，then { | d e t M | " ^ M : M e G} is contained in a compact subgroup ofGl{d, R ) . 
Proof. Let G' = { | det M | " ^ M : M G G}, then | det M\ = 1 for any M i n G'. I t 
is clear tha t G' is a subgroup w i t h index d. Moreover, the closure C of G is also 
a subgroup w i t h index d (also | d e t M | 二 1 for any M i n C). We want to show 
C is compact. Suppose ( M ^ ) to be a sequence in C , we can find a subsequence 
(Mn(i)) such tha t \\Mn{i)\\'^Mn{i) converges to some ma t r i x M as i ~ "> oo since 
the set of no rm one matrices in Gl{d,R) is compact. We have 
d e t M | = l im det ( 二 “ ⑷ ） = l i m " M — ) ” 
i^oo \ Mn{i) / “① 
Since the index of C is d, M is invert ible. Thus ||A4(i)|| converges. Therefore 
Mn{i) converges in Gl{d, R) and the l im i t is in C since C is closed. I t proves tha t C 
is compact subgroup since every sequence in C has a convergent subsequence. • 
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3.3 Strong irreducibility 
Now we introduce the condit ions i r reducib i l i ty and strong i r reducib i l i ty . 
Definition 3 .3 .1 . Given a subset S of Gl{d, R) , we say tha t 
( i ) S is irreducible, i f there is no proper subspace V of R^ such tha t M{V) 二 V^  
for any M i n S. 
( i i) S is strongly irreducible i f there does not exists a finite fami ly of proper 
subspaces of M^ Fi, ^ , , ^ such that M{Vi U ^ U • •. U T4) = Fi U T4 U . •. U ^ 
for any M i n S. 
Notation 3.3.2. Given a probabi l i ty measure i^ on Gl{d, R ) , we wh i te T^ (resp. 
Gfj) for the smallest closed semigroup (resp. subgroup) of Gl{d, R ) wh ich contains 
the support of fjL. 
Remark 3.3.3. I f R , . . . , Vk are subspaces of R^, then the set of matrices M such 
that M{Vi U . •. U Vk) = V^ i U . • - U Vk is a closed subgroup of Gl{d, R) . Therefore 
suppAi strongly irreducible <^ T^ strongly irreducible 44> G^ strongly irreducible. 
We give the def in i t ion of / i - invariant measure here. A probab i l i t y measure “ 
on P (R^ ) is said to be ^- invar iant i f 
u{A) = j1^ U(M . x)dfi{M)diy{x) 
for any Borel set A in P(R^). Th is def in i t ion is equivalent to the def in i t ion we 
state i n Section 2.3. 
The fol lowing result shows the importance of strong i r reducibi l i ty . 
Proposition 3.3.4. Let jjL be a probability measure on Gl{d, R) such that G" is 
strongly irreducible. Then any fi-irwariant distribution v on P(M^) is proper. 
Proof. Let T{l) be the set of /-dimensional subspaces of R^. Consider 
lo = m in { / < d : u{V) > 0 for some V i n T{l)} 
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where V = {x G y \ { 0 } } , 
r = sup { i / (F ) : y G T{lo)} 
and 
K = {V^ € r ( /o ) ： y ( y ) > « } for a > 0 
We have K is nonempty for any a < r. I f V i^ and V2 are i n K , either Vi = V2 
or d i m ( y i n V2) < /0 and i t implies tha t " ( T ^ f l P ^ = 0. Therefore i f R , . . . , Vu are 
dist inct elements of A ^ 
k 
p(y [ U . . • U Vk) 二 Z " ( ½ ) > ka 
i= l 
SO K must be f ini te for any a > 0. Since r = s u p { " ( V ) ： V G T{lo)}= 
max{zy(F) : y G A ^ } for any 0 < a < r , A = {V G T{k) : v(y) = r } must be 
nonempty and f ini te. 
O n the other hand, for each V i n A, 
r = iy(V) = j1^ ly{M . x)d|i{M)du{x) - J v{M'^ . V)d^{M). 
Bu t " ( A f - i -V) < r, so tha t for / i-almost al l M, v{M-^ -V) = r and M'^V) is in 
A. Let L = U v e A V , we have {M G Gl{d,R) : M ( L ) 二 L} is a closed subgroup 
which contains the support of … T h u s i t contains G^. I f k < d, L is a finite 
un ion of proper subspaces and G^ is not strongly irreducible. Therefore k = d 
and z/ is proper. • 
3.4 A key property 
We present some main results of product of random matrices under the strong 
i r reducib i l i ty assumption i n this section. 
Theorem 3.4.1. Let X1,X2, . . . be independent random matrices in Gl[d, R) with 
a common distribution |j,, defined on {fl,A,F). We suppose that T^ is strongly 
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irreducible and write p for its index. Then，if Mn = X1X2 •.. Xn, for almost all 
uj, there exists a p-dimensional subspace V{uj) of R^ such that any limit point 
of{\\Mn{uj)\\-^Mn{u;)}n>i is a rauk p matrix with range V{uj). For any nonzero 
vector X, F{x is orthogonal to V{io)} = 0. When T^ is contracting, there exists 
a unique |^-invariant distribution v on P(M^) and Mn(uj> converges weakly to 
5z(^^), where Z(cu) is any nonzero vector ofV(co). 
Proof. Consider a / i - invariant d is t r ibu t ion v on P(ETO. B y Lemma 3.1.4., there 
exists, for almost al l cj, a probabi l i ty measure u^ such tha t {Mn{u j )g iy )n> i con-
verges weakly to u^ as n ~"> 00, for almost al l g in Gl{d, R ) w.r . t . A = ^^二。2 ^ V n . 
We fix such an cu. Consider a l im i t po int A{uu) of { \ \ M n \ \ ~ ^ M n { u j ) } n > i , I f 
A{u;)x ^ 0, Mn • X ~ ~ 、 A { u ) . X when n • " > 00 along a subsequence. B y 
Proposi t ion 3.3.4., 
u{{x e P(M^) ： A{tu)gx = 0 } ) = 0 
and A{uu)gu = l i m M j c j — = "u； for A-almost a l l g {A{u)gu can be wel l defined 
by Remark 3.1.3.)- I t is clear tha t {g G Gl{d,R) : A{u)gu = u^} is closed. The 
support of 入 being T^ U { I d } , so A{u)gu = v^ for al l g i n T^. 
Consider a sequence {gn)n>i i n T^ such tha t WgnW'^9n converges to a ma t r i x h 
of rank p. For any g i n T^, ggn G T^ so tha t A{u)ggni^ 二 〜 I f A{uS)ghx f^ 0, 
A(cj)ggn • X converges to A{uj)gh . x. Therefore if 
u{{x e P(M^) ： A{uj)ghx = 0 } ) = 0, 
then A(cj)ggn" converges weakly to A(cj)ghi/. Since by Proposi t ion 3.3.1., v is 
proper, i f A{u)ghx = 0 for any x i n R^ were t rue for al l g i n T" the subspace V 
of R^ spanned by {gx : g G T"x e Im(h)} would be contained i n the nu l l space 
of A(cj), and hence would be proper. Bu t for any g i n T^, gV = V and th is would 
be in contradict ion w i t h the strong i r reducib i l i ty of T^. Thus we can find g G T^ 
such tha t 
i^u = YimA{uo)ggn^ = A{u)ghu. 
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Let V(cj) be the linear span of {x G R ^ \ { 0 } : x G s u p p " J . T h e n V{uj) is 
contained in the range of A{uj)gh and d i m y ( c j ) < p for the rank of h is p. 
O n the other hand, the support of the d is t r ibu t ion of M ^ is (supp^t)", hence 
P ( M n G T^) = 1 and P(M^ G T^,Vn > 1) = 1. By definition of the index, the 
rank of A{uj) is at least p. Since v。= A{u;)u, we have V{u) = Im (A (c j ) ) and 
dimy(a;) = p. 
We have proved tha t V{u) is a p-dimensional subspace which is the range of 
each l im i t po int of \\Mn\\~^Mn{uj). 
For any nonzero x i n M ^ set H{x) = {y G P (R^ ) ： {x,y) = 0 } . B y Lemma 
3.1.4., we have v = f v^dP{u). Therefore 
F{x is orthogonal to V { i j ) ) = P(suppz/^ C H{x)) 二 P(z4Xi7(aO) = 1) 
=v{H{x)) = 0 
for V is proper. 
F ina l ly i f T^ is contract ing, then p = 1 and V{u) is reduced to a po in t Z{u) 
i n P (R^ ) . B y construct ion, Z{u;) does not depend on ZA Since the d is t r ibu t ion of 
Z(LJ) is JSz^^)dF{uj) = " , V must be the unique /x-invariant d is t r ibut ion. • 
The fol lowing proposi t ion is impor tan t . 
Proposition 3.4.2. Let Y1,Y2,... be i.i.d. random elements of Gl{d,R) with 
common distribution ^ and Sn = Yn . •. Yi. Consider a polar decomposition Sn 二 
KnAJJn with Kn ojid Un m 0{d) and An = diag(ai(n),...,ad[n)) with ai(n) > 
• • • > ad{n) > 0. IfT|^ is a strongly irreducible semigroup with index p, then 
(a) The subspace spanned by {U*{uj)ei,..,U*{Lo)ep} converges a.s. to a 
p-dimensional subspace V{co). 
(b) With probability one 
l i m ^ ^ = 0 and i n f ^ > 0 . 
n^oo Sn 几 On 
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(c) For any sequence {xn)n>i in R^ which converges to a nonzero vector, 
WSn{^)W 
sup ^ / v <沉 a.s. 
n>l On[(^)^n 
We first prove 
Lemma 3.4.3. I f p is the distribution ofY^*, the index ofTp is equal to the index 
ofT^ and Tp is strongly irreducible ifT^ is strongly irreducible. 
Proof. We have Tp - { M * : M G T^ } , so tha t the index of Tp is equal to the 
index of T^ since rank M = rank M*. Suppose tha t there exist proper subspaces 
Vu . . . ,V i of M^ such tha t 
/ I \ I 
M U ^i = U ^' for each M e Tp 
\i=l J i=l 
Look ing only at the F /s w i t h max ima l dimension, we may suppose tha t they al l 
have the same dimension. Clearly {MVi, ...，MVi} = {R,…，V；} for any M i n Tp. 
I f Wi is the subspace orthogonal to Vi, th is implies t ha t {M*Wi,...,M*Wi}= 
{Wu …， W i } for any M i n Tp (since MVi = Vj implies M*Wj = Wi). Therefore 
( I \ I 
M U Wi = U ^ i for each M G T^ 
\i=l / 2 = 1 
and T^ is not strongly irreducible. • 
Proof of Proposition 34.2. B y Lemma 3.4.3. we can apply Theorem 3.4.1. to 
the random matrices Xi 二 Y^. There exists, a.s., a p-dimensional subspace V{u) 
which is the range of each l im i t point M{u) of { | | ^ M | | - ^ S ' ; ( a ; ) | n > i . Since 
ll^n|| = | | ^ l l = % ( n ) , 
S* " * | h a2{n) ad{n) 
~ ^ 二 K d i a g ( l , ~ " ^ , … ， - ^ ) K ^ . 
|S;^|| ^ ai[n) ai{n) 
Each component of this product lies i n a compact set. I f U^ {u j ) is a l im i t point 
of Un{uj), then we can find Koc{cu), a2{u j ) , . " , c^d(^) being l im i t points of Kn{uj) , 
^ ^ { u ) ) , …， ^ ¾ ( ^ ) in the subsequence induct ively such tha t 
M{u) = [/<^diag(l, a 2 M , . . . , ad{uj))K^ 
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is a l im i t po int of | | 5 ; H | | - i 5 ; ( u ; ) . Therefore w i t h probab i l i t y one, r a n k M ( a ; ) = 
p, i.e. a2(^) > . . . > ce^(t^) > 0 and ap+i(o;) = . . . = aa(uj) = 0. The linear span 
of {U^(cj)ei,..., U^(cj)ep} is thus equal to the range of M(cj), prov ing (a). 
Assert (b) follows f rom the relations ap(cj) > 0 and ap+i(c j ) 二 0. 
I n order to ver i fy (c), consider 
^ ^ = M 4 ^ 二 V ( _ 2 • ” ， 
ll^ n|P ||^ nP ^ V a i W ; 
SO that 2 p 
^ > f ^ ) D ‘ ， ^ 〉 2 . 
\\Sn\? \ai(n)J j^ 
If Xn ~~> X and y{uj) is the orthogonal projection of x onto V{u)), then 
U ^ i , f M ^ > . n f ( ^ ) | _ . 
n^oo WSn{tU) n \ai[n)J 
B y Theorem 3.4.1. 
p(||2/(cj)|| = 0) = P(x is orthogonal to V{u)) = 0 
and (c) follows by (b). 口 
From this proposi t ion we can deduce the fol lowing corollary. 
Corollary 3.4.4. Consider a sequence {Yn)n>i of independent random matrices 
m Gl{d,R) with common distribution / i . We suppose that 
(a) ^(log+ ||Yi||)<oo. 
(b) G|j, is strongly irreducible. 
Then 
(i) For any sequence {xn) which converges to a nonzero vector, 
l i m - log \\Yn ... YiXnW = 7 a.s. 
n—00 n 
( i i ) Ifu is a —nvariant distribution on P(R。，then 
7 = j ^ l o g ^ ^ ^ ^ d ^ { M ) d u { x ) . 
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(m) If moreover ^ l o g + | | Y f i ||) < oo, then E{^ log | | K • . . ^1^11) converges to 7 
uniformly on {x G M^ ： ||x|| 二 1}. 
Proof. Let S^ = Yn.. • ^ and a,{n) > . . . > a^(n) > 0 be the square roots of 
the eigenvalues of ^ ¾ . By Proposition 3.4.2, if ( x J converges to some nonzero 
vector, there exists C(cj) such that 
叫 ) - ^ ^ ^ ^ 〜 
Hence 
l im -logWSn{oj)xnW = l im - l o g | | 5 n M | | = 7 a.s. 
n^oo n n^oo n 
which proves (i). 
Let V be a /.-invariant distr ibut ion on P(R^). Since JJ log+ ^^dfi{Y)du{x) is 
finite (by (a)), one can deduce from Proposition 2.3.5. using the cocycle a{Y,x)= 
log 1 1 ^ , that l im • log | |K . . . Yia;|| converges P ③ v a.s. to a random variable 
whose expectation is J J l o g ^ ^ d f i { Y ) d i ^ { x ) (also see Remark 3.1.7.)- Since by 
the foregoing this l imi t is 7, (ii) follows. 
Final ly we prove (ii i). Since { x E R^ ： ||xl| 二 1} is compact, i t suffices to show 
that if (xn) is a converging sequence on the unit sphere, then 
1 
l im - F ( l o g ||5n^n||) = 7. 
n—00 n 
By (i) we have, 
lim - log ll^ nXnll = 7-
n^oo n 
For y G Gl{d, R), consider F 二 i^d iag(ai ,…’ ad)U to be the polar decomposition, 
then we have 
|l0g||y2;||l 二 log+ ||yx||+log- | 问 | < l o g a i + l o g a ; i 二 log+ ||Y||+log+『-丄丨丨’ 
so that 
iiogii5Aii <-E(iog^ rdi+iog^ r r i ) -
n ^tr 
Since • E : i ( l o g + ||Yi||+log+ ||Y「i||) converges in L^ by the law oflarge numbers, 
{ i log \\Snx\\}n>i is uniformly integrable and (ii i) follows. 口 
Q^ 
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3.5 Contracting action on P(M^) and converges 
in direction 
Firs t we give the def in i t ion of the natura l angular distance on P ( R ^ ) . 
Definition 3 .5 .1 . I f x , y are un i t vectors in R^ w i t h d i rect ion x , y, we set 
5(无,^ 0二(1一〈$，2/〉2)-. 
We can check tha t S is a distance on P(R，. 
The fol lowing lemma is required for proving the ma in result i n th is section. 
Lemma 3.5.2. For any M in Gl{d,R), i f a , { M ) , a2(M) are the square roots of 
the two top eigenvalues of M*M, then for any x + y 
^ F ^ ^ ) _ ) p 3 ^ . 
We w i l l prove this i n Section 3.6. 
Now we prove the ma in result. I t states tha t the random product Sn u l t imate ly 
contracts the distance 5 almost surely and the di rect ion of S > converges in 
probabi l i ty to a random l im i t independent of x. Th is result is f rom Guivarc 'h 
and Raugi [7]. I t is remarkable tha t i t holds under a condi t ion wh ich depends 
only on T]^. 
Theorem 3.5.3. Let Sn = Yn. • -Yi where {Yn)n>i are independent matnces in 
Gl{d,R) with distribution / i . Suppose that T^ is strongly irreducible and contract-
ing. Then 
(i) For any x, y in P(M^)； with probability one 
l i m 5{Sn • X, Sn • y) = 0. 
n~>oo 
(u) There exists a random direction Z such that 5； . x converges in probability to 
Z, uniformly in x G P(M^). 
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问 There zs a umque —variant distribution “ on P(M^)； and for any conUn-
uous function f on P(M^)； 
sup E{f{Sn . x)) - j f dv 一 0 as n 一 oc. 
Proof, (i) hiolds t r iv ia l l y for x = y. Consider x + y, let a ! (n ) , a2(n) be the square 
roots of the two top eigenvalues of S*S^. I f ⑷ and (yn) are sequences of un i t 
vectors wh ich converge to x and y in direct ion respectively, by Lemma 3.5.2.， 
( ^ ( 5 n • K , Sn • ^ ) < ai[n)a2{n)� f l 2 ( n ) | | 5 n | | \\Sn\\ 
S{^,y^) — ||^ Cn||||^ n|| — ||^ ll ||^2:^n|| ||^ n| 
Therefore using Proposi t ion 3.4.2., we have 
T ^(Sn • ^ , Sn • y^) n l i m ^. 、 = U a.s. 
n—oo d[Xn,yn) 
which proves (i). 
Let /i* be the common d is t r ibut ion of the random matrices Xi 二 K / and 
R^ 二 Xn • •. X i - We claim tha t 
sup E{8[Rn • ^ , Rn • y^)) ^ 0 a s n — oo. 
x,y 
I f the c la im does not hold, we could find e > 0，a subsequence (n^) and ( ¾ , 
{ y ^ ) for wh ich 
E{5{Rn-^,:Rn-y^)) > e 
W i t h o u t loss of generality, we may assume tha t ( ¾ and (¾^) converge. B y 
Lemma 3.4.3. and (i), 
l i m S{Rn . ^ , Rn • y ^ ) = 0 
i—00 
which leads to a contradict ion. 
B y Theorem 3.4.1., i f m is the unique /^*-invariant distr ibut ion, on P(M^) , 
X i . •. XnTu converges weakly to some Dirac measure %• We have 
E{6[S: •至別 < B(S(S: . X, S: . y)) + E{S{S： . v M 
oo 
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since S* has the same d is t r ibut ion as Rn, 
sup E ( S ( S : - x ^ Z ) ) < s u p E ( S ( B ^ - x ^ R n - y ) ) + / 五 ( 够 ： . 仏 劾 ^ & ) . 
xeP(R^) ^>y 
The first t e rm of the ngh t hand side tends to 0，the second one is equal to 
E | J . 5 ( X i . . . X r ^ . ^ m m ) =E(J J(^,^cJ(Xi...Xnm)^) 
which converges to E{5{Z,Z)) = 0. We deduce (i i). 
If f is a continuous function on P(M^), f is uniformly continuous. Therefore, 
supE{lf{S:-x) — f { Z ) l ) 一 0 as n 一 oo. 
X 
Thus 
s u p \ E { f { X n - - - X , - x ) ) - [ f d m \ < s u p E { \ f { S : - x ) - f { Z ) \ ) 
X J ^ 
converges to zero. Similarly, work ing w i t h F, instead of X , , ( i i i ) follows. • 
We notice tha t the assumption of Theorem 3.5.3. are rather weak f rom the 
fol lowing result. 
Proposition 3.5.4. IfT^ is only supposed to be irreducible, (i) holds ifand only 
ifT^ is strongly irreducible and contracting. 
We first prove 
Lemma 3.5.5. If T^ is not strongly irreducible, we can find proper subspaces 
Vi^ ...,Vi with the same dimension such that 
( a ) I f i # j , V i r ) V 3 = W. 
(b) For any i G { 1 , . " , 1} and M in T^, MVi = ^,- for some j G {1 ,…’ 1}-
Proof. Let r be the least positive integer such tha t there exists a finite union L 
of subspaces w i t h dimension not greater t han r, such tha t M{L) = L for each M 
i n T^. Let T^ be one of these subspaces w i t h dimension r. I t is clear tha t there 
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exist ^,…，M i n L such that {MV, ： M G T , } = ( ¼ , ½ , •••，孙 We suppose the 
^ dist inct. Note that if M G T^, 
( \ � 
Af UC^ n^Vd 二1](乂€门乂》. 
Wj. ) 的 
Since dimV； H V,- < r the min imal i ty assumption on r implies (a), (b) is obvious 
from the definit ion of strongly irreducibil i ty. 
Proof of Proposition 3.5.l Let m be any proper distr ibut ion on P ( R ” . K ⑴ of 
Theorem 3.5.3. holds, there exist cj, x and n, such that S n M ^ ^M and, as 
z 一 oo, S n M . ^ converges to some z and 5 { S n X ^ ) .无 , ^ n M • V) 一 〇 for 
m-almost all y. This implies that 5n, {io)m converges weakly to the Dirac measure 
at -z and \ \SnX^ ) \ \ - 'S r . ,H converges to a matr ix w i t h range _z. This proves that 
T^ is contracting. 
Assume that T^ is not strongly irreducible. Let 1^ = { x e P(R^) : ：^  e ^ } , 
where ^ , , V^  are the proper subspaces introduced in the lemma. Since ^ n V , - = 
0， _ _ 
Q^  = i n f _ ， ％ l S 2 < J . S Z } 〉 0 . 
I f ⑴ holds, we can find ^ G W y G ^ and 5.(o;) G T , such that l i m M ^ ^ M — 
无’ 5n (^ ). y) = 0. But (b) of the lemma implies that for some i + j , Sn{uj). x £ Vi 
and 民 ⑷ . y e V,. Thus 5{Sn{u^) . x, S^ t ^ ) . y) > a > 0 for each positive integer 
. • 
n. 
3.6 Lyapunov exponents 
We define the d [丫叩皿。” exponents in this section. First we state the definit ion 
and simple properties of A^R^. 
Let E be a d-dimensional vector space w i th dual E\ For any positive integer 
p) let SPE denote the vector space of alternating p-linear forms on E\ For 
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u u u 2 , : . , u ^ i n E, / i , " . , / p i n E^ we set 
{ui A U2 A • . . A Up)(fi,..., fp) = d e t [ { f i { u j ) ) i j ] . 
It is clear that n , A u : A . . . A n , is an element of A^M^ for ^ 1 , ^ 2 , - , ^ P i^ 股、观 
shall call i t a decomposable p-vector. 
The fol lowing are some properties of N^E. 
Lemma 3.6.1. (i) If {ei, ...，e,} w a basis of E, then {e“ A � 八 . . • A � , 1 < 
ii < ^2 < . •. < ip < d} is a basis of A^E. 
(U) For u1,u2, ".,vy m E, u,Au2 A . . -Au^ is nonzero if and only ^ / ^1 ,^2 , ...,%> 
are linearly independent. 
问 Two mdependent p-uples {u^h<i<, and {^.>i<.<p have the same Unear span 
,/ and only i f u , A . • - A n , 二 A ( ^ A . . 為 、 f o r some X. 
The proof of Lemma 3.6.1. can be fcmnd in [9], P.316-319. 
We can define a scalar product on A^M^. 
Notation 3 .6 .2 . For〈.，.〉being the usual scalar product on R ^ we define a 
scalar product on A^M^ by the formula 
{u i A • . . A Up, v i A • . . A Vp) = det[{(wi, ^ - )K , i . . 
The no rm on A^M^ w i l l be the one associated w i t h this scalar product . Note 
tha t { e , A ^ A . . . A 〜，1 < h < ^ < . . . < b < 对 is an or thonormal basis of 
APM^ and tha t ||街 A •. • A 以』 is the p-dimensional volume of the paral lelogram 
generated by ui, ...,Up. We have, for any nonzero x,y i n M ^ 
— _ / / X y \\' — (\\xny\?-{x^yyy^ _ l|zAyl 
够,扔二。— \ 丽 ， 丽 " 二 MM\ WIIMI' 
If M is in Gl{d, M), we define an automorphism A^M of A^M^ by 
{ A ^ M ) { u i A • •. A Up) 二 M u i A . •. A Mup . 
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So SFM w i l l denote either the linear mapping or i ts ma t r i x i n the basis (e^,八 
Ci2 A •. • A 6 i J . We set 
丨 f<F M\\ = sup{| l (APM)i t ; l | : w e A ^ R ^ \\w\\ 二 1} . 
Note tha t APMN = {Am){Am), so || A^ MN\\ < || t<F M| | | | N^ iV||. 
Lemma 3.6.3. Let M be a matrix in Gl{d, R)； and ai(M) > a2(M) > ••. > 
ad{M) > 0 be the square roots of the eigenvalue of M*M. Then for any p, 
1 < p < d, 
I  A^  M|| = a1(M)a2(M).. • ap(M). 
Proof. Wr i te a polar decomposit ion M = KAU w i t h K,U G 0(d) and A = 
d iag (a i (m) , . . . ,ad(M)) . Since t<PK and /\W are isometeries of A ^ ^ || t<F M\ -
I AP K AP A A^  U\\ = I  A^  A||. But 
{A^A){ei,A- • -Ae,J = a^,(M)ei,A-..八〜师《” =a,,(M) • .-%(M)%A. • .A%, 
hence 
| |AM| | 二 sup {a “ ( i kO . . . 〜 ( M ) : 1 < i i < i2 < . . . < h < d } 二 a i ( M ) • . . c ^ ( M ) . 
• 
Now we give the proof of Lemma 3.5.2.: 
Proof of Lemma 3.5.2. By Lemma 3.6.3., 
SjM-x^M-y) � \mxAy)\\\\x\\\\y\ < •)•) J^ ^；. 
5{x,y) | |Mx| | | |My| l | |a:A2/ l | - 、 ) 、 l M x | | | | M y | 
• 
Lemma 3.6.4. For M in Gl{d, R), set i{M) = max(log+||M||，log+||M-i||). 
Then for any p, 1 < p < d, and any unit vector w of A^R^, 
log|| A ^ M | | | <pi{M) and | log| | A^ Mw\\ \ <pi{M) 
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Proof. W i t h Lemma 3.6.2., we have 
I  A^  M|| = ai(M)... ap(M) < ai(Mf < ||M||^  
so that 
log II A^ M|| < plog ||M|| < plog^ ||M|| < pl(M). 
Since || A^ M'^ A^ M|| ==丨丨八戶 Id\\ = 1, we also have 
1  APM||-i <plog||M-^ l| < ||M-i『， 
so that 
-log||A^M|| <i^log||M-^|| < p l o g + | | M " l <pl{M). 
Therefore 
log|| APM|| | <pi{M). 
Since, for ||^ || = 1, we have || A^ ' Mw\\ < || A^M|| and || A^ Mw\\-^ < || A^ M'% 
we also have 
log|| A^ Mw\\ \ <pi{M). 
• 
Now we can define the d Lyapunov exponents. 
Definition 3.6.5. Let Y1,Y2,... be i.i.d. random matrices in Gl{d, R) w i th 
^;(log+ ||yi| l) < 00. The Lyapunov exponents 7 i ,72 , . " ,7d associated to (Yn) 
are defined inductively by 7 二）i and for p > 2, 
P 1 
V 7 , - lim -E(log||A^^ yn---n|l)-
^~^ n^oo n 
i=l 
In other words, J^f=i j i is the upper Lyapunov expopents associated w i th the 
matrices ( A ^ ) . As such i t exists and in is equal to the almost sure l imi t of 
i log 11 SF Yn • . . K | | . I f for some p, YJ'r{飞 二 —oo，we p u t 、 二 7p+i =...= 
ld = -00. 
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Proposition 3.6.6. Ifa,(n) > a2(n) > • •. > aAp) > • are the square roots of 
the eigenvalues of (¾ ... Yi)*(l^ .. • ^i)； then with probability one, 
7p = l i m ^E{log ap{n)) = l i m ^ log c^(n) . 
Proof. If 71 + . . . + 7p-i 二 -oo) O p ( n f - i < a,{n)... flp-i(n), implies 
(p — 1) l im - log aJn) < l i m - log a i ( n ) . . . c^-i(n)， 
n n 
which yields, using Lemma 3.6.3., 
{p — 1) l i m i logap(n) < l i m ^ log || t<F Yn . . • 7 i | | 二 7 i + . • • + 7p - i = - ⑷ ， 
so 7p = - 0 0 -— l i m ^ log ap{n). 
I f 7 i H h 7p - i + 一⑷， 
1. 1 . ( 、 1 . l i — a i ( n ) . . . a p ( n ) 
i i m — log aJn) = l i m - iog ~ ~ ^ r r 
n P n a i ( n ) . . . a p - i ( n ) 
= l i m i ( l o g II 八卩 Fn . . . n | | — log II AP- i K • . . YiW) = 7p. 
n 
• 
Remark 3.6.7. I t is clear tha t 71 > . •. > 7d, which justi f ies the fact t ha t we call 
7 二 7 i the upper Lyapunov exponent. We have | d e t ( F n . . . Yi)\ = a i (n) . . .ad(n) , 
and hence 
7 i H h7d = £^ ( log |de tY i | ) . 
Thus al l the exponents are finite i f and only i f _E(log | d e t Y i | ) > - o c . 
3.7 Comparison of the top Lyapunov exponents 
and Furstenberg's theorem 
Now we prove the pr inc ipal result i n this chapter. The result is f rom Guivarc 'h 
and Raugi [7 . 
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Theorem 3.7.1. Let fi be a probability measure on Gl{d, R ) such that f log+ \\M\\d^i{M) 
is finite. We suppose T^ irreducible. Then 71 > 72 if and only ifT^ is strongly 
irreducible and contracting. 
Proof. Suppose tha t T^ is strongly irreducible and contract ing. F rom Proposi t ion 
3.4.2. we know tha t for any x i n R ^ i f Sn = K . . . >1, where {Yn)n> i are U .d . 
matrices w i t h common d is t r ibu t ion f i , then 
m f ^ ^ > 0 and U m ^ ^ U m H ^ ^ l = � . 
n ||5n|| ^^0° On 几—°° ^n 
This implies tha t for each nonzero ma t r i x M , 
l i m 民?^^丨丨=+00 a.s. 
n^oo A bn 
We w i l l use Lemma 3.1.5. to deduce tha t 71 > 72. 
Consider each ma t r i x as an endomorphism. From the proof of Theorem 2.4.1.， 
we know tha t there exists a ^- invar iant d is t r ibu t ion i^i on B u the set of no rm 
one endomorphisms of R^, such tha t 
l i m - l o g l l 5 n M l l = 7 1 . 
n~^oo n 
for P (g) i^i-almost al l (cj, M). I n the same way, work ing w i t h {A^Y^) there exists 
a /x-invariant d is t r ibu t ion v : on B : , the set of no rm one endomorphisms of A ^ R ^ 
such tha t 
l i m - log II 八2 SnM\\ = 71 + 72 
n^oo Ti 
for P ⑧"2-a lmost al l (cJ, M). . 
Consider B 二 Bi x B2. I t is a Gl{d,R)-sps^ce i f we pu t 
Y • (M,iV) = ( ^ , ^ { ^ ) ， ^ ^ Gl{dMMe B.,Ne B.. 
B y Lemma 2.3.6., i t is clear tha t each l im i t point “ of { • Er=o^ f ^ ' H " i ^ ^2))n>i 
is a / i - invariant probabi l i ty measure on B i x B2. 
Let ¢7 : Gl[d, R) X B 一 R be the cocycle defined by 
YM 2 
a ( y , ( M , i V ) ) = l o g II 八2 7例 | . 
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Since the project ions of v on B i and B2 are "1 and "2, we have, P ③ “ a . s . 
lim i c 7 ( 5 , , (M, N)) = lim - log ||S;M|| — lim ^ log || A^ 5„iV|| 
n—oon n^oo n n—ooTl 
= 2 7 1 - (71 + 72) = 71 一 72-
O n the other hand, 
SnMP 
l i m a(5n, ( M , 7V)) > l i m log = ⑴ 
n^oo n^oo A^ On 
and 7 i > 72 by Lemma 3.1.5. 
For the converse, we make use of the result of [6] (also see [2], R72) tha t when 
G^ is irreducible, for any nonzero x i n R^, 
l i m - log | |yn- - -^ i2^ l l = 7 i a.s. 
n—00 n 
If 7i > 72, for each unit vector x, y, 
A^Sn{u;)W / n 
Jm^^(5.(.).疋,&M . V) < iHn^ 丨丨琳丨丨丨丨嚇|| ^ 0 a.s. 
This i n t u r n implies tha t T^ is strongly irreducible and contract ing by Proposi t ion 
3.5.4. ° 
More generally we have the fol lowing result. 
Proposition 3.7.2. Let | j , be a probability measure on Gl{d, R ) such that f log+ \\M\\dfj.{M) 
is finite. If T^ is strongly irreducible and if its index is p, then 71 = 72 = ... 二 
7p > 7p+i. 
Proof. I t is obvious f rom Lemma 3.2.5. tha t 71 = 72 二 • • • = 7p. B y Proposi t ion 
3.4.2., for any nonzero mat r i x M, 
1 . \ \ S n M \ r ' l l ^ n | | 1 � a s 
lim T^ TT；“ = hm ^ — 00 a.s. 
n^oo II AP+1 Sn ^^°° flp+i(n) 
From this relat ion one deduces tha t 7p > 7p+i using Lemma 3.1.5. by a proof 
similar to the proof of Theorem 3.7.1. 口 
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We can obta in a part icular result of Furstenberg [4 . 
Theorem 3.7.3. (Furstenberg，s theorem)IffJ. is a probability measure on {M G 
Gl{d, R) : | d e t M | = 1} such that 
(a) / l o g | | M | | d / i ( M ) < oo. 
(b) G^ is strongly irreducible and non compact 
Then the upper Lyapunov exponent is positive f7 > Oj. 
Proof. B y Proposi t ion 3.2.8, the index p of T^ satisfies p < d. Therefore by 
Proposi t ion 3.7.2., 7p > 7p+i- Bu t the def in i t ion of the Lyapunov exponents gives 
71 + ^2 + . •. + 7^ = lim - log II A^ SnW = lim - log | det Sn\ = 0. 
/1 T J2 T ia 几—沉几 & n^oo n 
I f 7 were not posit ive then, since 7 = 71, for 1 < i < P, H < 7 i < • and 
for p + 1 < 1 < d, 7, < 7p < 0, Th is would imp ly tha t E t i 7 i < • which is 
absurd. 口 
The fol lowing result shows tha t SnX and SnV tend to “ l ine up" i n the same 
direct ion exponential ly fast for any x , y e M ^ \ { 0 } . The result is f rom [8:. 
Proposition 3.7.4. Suppose that {y^jn>! are i.i.d. random matrices in GZ(d,R) 
with common distribution fx. I f E { i ( Y i ) ) is finite, and ifT^ is strongly irreducible 
and contracting, then for Sn = Yn . •. ^1； 
(i)For any x ^ y in P{R^), 
1. 1 1 S { S n - x , S n - y ) , 。 ^ 。 
l i m - log �� 、 < • a.s. 
n^cx) n d[x,y) 
(u) 
r W w ^ ( ^ L ^ L ^ 〉 < 0 
l i m sup sup -E log �� 、 < U. 
n-00 x^y n V ^y^^y) / 
(Recall that i{M) 二 sup(log+ ||M||,log+ ||M_i||)J 
Proof. We have already noticed tha t under these hypotheses 71 and 72 are finite. 
For any x , y i n R ^ \ { 0 } w i t h x + y, 
S{Sn-X,Sn-y) ||>gn(ZAy)||||:r|||M| ^ ^ 2 ^ IMHMI 
S{x,y) — \\SnX\\\\Sny\\\\xAy\\ — ^ l|5'n^llll^l 
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Since • log II A2 & | | converges a.s. to 71 + 72 and ^ log ^ f ^ converges to 71, we 
have 
l i m i l o g ^ ^ ^ < 7 1 + 7 2 一 271 二 72 一 7 i < 0-
n^oo n o{x,y) 
(i) is proved. B y Corol lary 3.4’ we have 
1 1 ^ A S{Sn-X,Sn'y)\ 
l i m sup sup - h log �� 、 
n-oo x^y n V 列工，2/) ) 
< l i m -E{log II A ' SnW) + 2 l i m ( sup 去 log - ^ ) 
—r i^oo n 几—°° \ a ;几 ^n^ / 
< 72 - 7 i < 0. 
Th is completes the proof. 口 
Chapter 4 
Analytic Dependence of 
Lyapunov Exponents on The 
Probabilities 
For a sequence {Yn)n> i of i. i.d. random matrices, tak ing finitely many values 
{ A i , ...,Am} in Gl{d,R). We study the dependence of the upper Lyapunov expo-
nent on the probabi l i ty parameters 
pj = Pr{Yi = A j } , 1 < j < m. 
Fol lowing the result of Peres [11], th is dependence is real-analyt ic when the up-
per Lyapunov exponent is simple, i.e., when 71 differs f rom the other Lyapunov 
exponents 72, ...,7d. Th is result also holds for the other Lyapunov exponents i f 
they are simple. 
I n Section 4.1, we give the statement of the ma in result and some results 
which are required for the proof. I n Section 4.2, we present the proof of the ma in 
result fol lowing Peres [11. 
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4.1 Continuity and analyticity properties for i.i.d. 
products 
The fol lowing theorem is the main result of Peres [11 . 
Theorem 4.1.1. ([ll])Forasequence {Yn)n>i ofii.d. random matrices, taking 
finitely many values {Au .",AJ with the probability parameters 
;^ j =Pr{yi = 4 h 1 < 3 < m. 
Assume the matrices A,,..., A^ are invertihle. If the kth Lyapunov exponent、 
for the i.i.d. random product ofthe matrices Yn is simple (i.e. 7fc-i > 7fc > lk+i) 
andpj > 0，1 < j < m, then、is (locally) a real-analytic function of(pi, ".,Pm). 
(Note that there are no irreducibility assumption.) 
We need the fol lowing results for the proof of Theorem 4.1.1., they are f rom 
Furstenberg, Ki fer and Le Page (see [4], [6] and [8]). 
A subspace ^ C M^ is called ^invariant if MV = V for /x-almost every 
M e Gl(d,R). A ^- invar iant subspace V determines natura l ly measures |iv and 
~ " v ^ on Gl{V) and Gl{R^/V) respectively. W i t h the no ta t ion we have 
Lemma 4.1.2. ([6]) 
7i = max{7i(/ivO,7i(A%d")}. 
Corollary 4.1.3. ([6], also see [11]) //M,M1,M2,…are compactly supported prob-
ability measures on Gl{d,R) with supp{fJ.n) C supp{|j.) for all n and 〜—^ 
weakly as n — 00，then ^i{|^n) — 7i(A^). 
In particular, when |d is supported on finitely many matrices, 7i(^) depends 
continuously on the probabilitirs (pi, ...,Pm)切 the open simplex 
‘ m ) 
A ^ _ 1 = {pi,-.Pm) : Vj > 0, Y , V j = 1 \ 
[ J=1 i 
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Theorem 4.1.4. ([8], also see [2]P.105) Let fi re a probability measure on Gl{d, R) 
such that T^ is strongly irreducible and contracting. Iffor some r > 0，f exp r i { M ) d f i { M ) 
is finite, then there exists ao > 0 such that for each a in (0, ao], 
l i m ( - ( ( ^ | ^ ) > ( M ) ) ' < 1 . 
n^oo \^^y J V 乂工，2/) J / 
Lemma 4.1.5. ([8], also see [11]) Let p be a probability measure on Gl{d,R) 
with supp{|J.) compact and irreducible. Define forx G P0R。， 
/ M q - ~ 
l o g - ^ d | ^ { M ) . 
Iffor some x G F(M^), the sequence 
^n = j h{M-x)dfi^{M) 
converges, then the Umit must b e * ) . (When supp{^) is strongly irreducible, 
the converges of r^ is guaranteed.) 
4.2 The proof of the main result 
Now we present the proof in [11. 
Proof of Theorem 4.1.1. A n y probabi l i ty vector p = (p i , ".,Pm) defines a proba-
b i l i t y measure /ip, supported on F = {Ai, ...,Am} by 
fh>(Aj)=Pj, 1 < j < m. 
We first study the dependence of 7 i (A^) on p assuming tha t F = supp(//p) is 
irreducible, and then derive the general case. F i x a probabi l i ty vector p w i t h 
posit ive components. Since F is irreducible and 71 二 7 i ( 〜 ) is simple, we know 
by Theorem 3.7.1. tha t F is strongly irreducible and contract ing. Thus we may 
apply Theorem 4.1.4.. 
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For 0 < a < 1 
f ' ( ^ - ^ ^ ^ - y ^ Y > S ( M - ^ , M - y ) , 
V 取“） / 
so there exist 0 > 1, C > 0 w i t h 
Js{M-x,M-y)d^;{M)<Ce-^ 
f o r a l l n > l a n d x , y e P { R ^ ) . 
To every complex vector z = (Zi，.",2Vn) G C ^ we at tach the operator T , 
act ing on the space of complex continuous funct ion on P ( K 。 b y 
m 
{TJ){x) = J 2 z ^ f { A r x ) . 
j=i 
Note tha t for f ixed x , {T^f){x) is a homogeneous po lynomia l of degree n i n 
(2^1，•..，^77i) • 
Claim 4.2.1. (i) I f f ： P(R^) 一 C satisfies a Lipschitz condition 
\ f [ x ) - f [ y ) \ < L5{x,y) for all x,y 
(a Hdlder conditwn would suffice), then for any fixed x G P{R^), the sequence 
{T^f){x) converges uniformly in z G Vti, where 
‘ m I 
Q i 二 (zi,…’ z J G C - ： Y^ z, = 1， ^ < 01 for 1 < j < m > 
1 i=i Pj 
and 1 < 9i < 9. 
( i i ) In particular, letting 
/,.(x)=logiM, x e R ' A < j < m , 
00 
the sequence of polynomials 
m 
rn{z) = Y^Z,{T:mx) 
3=1 
converges uniformly in Oi an analytic function [⑷⑷.Ifq G Qi is a probability 
vector {qu …’ Qm), then Toc{q) is the upper Lyapunov exponent associated with the 
probability measure |^iq. 
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Proof, ( i) F i rs t observe tha t for x,y G P(M^) and z G Qi, expanding T；/ as a 
sum of m ^ products of length n + 1 each, and using ^ < 0i, gives 
l ( r ; / ) ( x ) - ( T ; / ) ( y ) | < ^ r J \ f { M - x - f { M - y ) ) \ d ^ p W -
This implies 
K T : m - { T : f ) m < CL6-e-^ 
From J 2 ; i ^ = 1, we get 
m 
丨(77+1/)阅—(了:/)阅卜 Y . z , m f ) [ A r x ) - { T : f ) { x ) ) • 
i=i 
Consider y = Aj . x and since \zj\ < 9i, we conclude tha t 
|(TrV)(^) — {T:f){x)l < m6,CL ( 警 ) 
proving the desired un i fo rm convergence. The pro ject ion to the f irst m - 1 coor-
dinates is a homeomorphism of ^ i onto an open subset of C ^ _ i , which defines the 
analyt ic structure on ^ i . The un i fo rm convergence implies tha t Y i m n ^ ^ { T ^ f ) { x ) 
is an analyt ic funct ion of z G ^ i . Th is l im i t does not depend on x. 
(i i) /1，..., /爪 are Lipschitz functions on P(M^) (see [2]P.116). Ana l y t i c i t y of T ^ 
in H i follows. For any probabi l i ty vector q 二 (^qi,…，Qm) ^ ^i, we have 
( r ; / ) ( x ) = J fj{M-x)df^-{M), 
and therefore 
m p ( ^ \ 
r.(g) = Y ^ q ] ( T : f _ = / E q " A M . ^ d ^ ) . 
j=i J Vj=i / 
Using the def in i t ion of /1,…，fm, one may ident i fy r , ( g ) w i t h the Tn which corre-
sponding to jJi 二 fJiq. Thus Lemma E implies tha t T ^ { q ) 二 7 i ( 〜 ) as required. • 
We now drop the assumption tha t F is irreducible. Let V be a nont r iv ia l 
F- invar ian t subspace of R^. The measure fXp defines measures ^ ^ y and Mp,R /^v^ 
on Gl{V) and G / ( R ^ / V ) respectively. From Lemma 4.1.2. 
7i —- max{7i(Pp，v),7i(Atp’R�v)}. 
r q 
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Now the s impl ic i ty hypothesis 71(/Xp) > 72(/^p) implies tha t 
7i(j^P,v) — 7i("p,R"vO 
(see [6], Section 5). 
Suppose tha t j , ( f i , y ) > 7 i ( A ^ , R , ) (^he opposite case is s imi lar) . Then nec-
essarily 7i(Mp,y) > 7 2 M - Using induct ion on the dimension, we may conclude 
tha t 7i(fip,v) depends real-analyt ical ly on the probabi l i ty vector q i n a neighbor-
hood of p. For q sumdent ly close to p, the cont inu i ty result i n Corol lary 4.1.3., 
or the induct ion hypothesis implies tha t * q ) = 7i("P,vO > 7 i ( " p , R " v ) finishing 
the proof of Theorem 4.1.1. for 71. 
We now consider the A:th exponent 7¾ 二 7fc(AV). Since、> 7fc+i, the sum 
7 i + . . . + j k is the simple upper Lyapunov exponent for the i. i .d. random product 
of { A ^ A u . . , A & A n } taken w i t h probabi l i t ies p i , ...,Pm. Therefore 71 + . . . + 7fc 
depends real-analyt ical ly on (p i , ...，pJ. U s i n g 、 - i > l k we find s imi lar ly tha t 
j i + . • . + j k _ i is real analyt ic i n the same parameters. B y subtract ing, we obta in 
the result. 口 
The assumption of 71 being simple can be replaced by a strong i r reducib i l i ty 
assumption. ( In [11], we have a stronger result t ha t the assumption can be 
replaced by an i r reducib i l i ty assumption.) 
Proposition 4.2.2. LetF = { A i , . . . , A n } 6e a strongly irreducible set in Gl{d, R). 
r/ien71(Mp) depends real-analytically on the positive probability vectorp == ijPi, .",Pm). 
Proof. B y Proposi t ion 3.7.2., 71 二 72 = ... = 7k > 7fc+i. I f ^ = d, we have 
1 1 ^ 7i(Mp) = ^E(log I dety^ l) = ^ Z1^ log | detA,-| 
j=i 
f rom Remark 3.6.7., so the proposi t ion holds. Assume k < d, then A;71(Mp) 二 
7 i ( 〜 ) + •. . + 7《〜 ) is the simple upper Lyapunov exponent for an i. i .d. random 
product of the matrices {A^Aj, 1 < j < m} taken w i t h probabi l i t ies pi, ".,Pm. 
B y Theorem 4.1.1., the result follows. • 
Chapter 5 
The Expression of The Upper 
Lyapunov Exponent in Complex 
Functions 
Find ing an expl ic i t expression for the upper Lyapunov exponent 7 = 7 i is a 
fundamental problem. Tradi t ional ly , we can approximate 7 using some classi-
cal methods, such as Monte Carlo approximat ion, microcanonical method and 
weak disorder expansion (see [10]). Pol l icot t [12] gave a new formula for 7, ^ 
terms of finite products of the matrices, for {Yn)n> i tak ing values in a f in i te set 
{Ai,...,Am} of invert ible d x d real posit ive matrices. I t also leads to a new 
method to approximate 7 w i t h remarkable efficiency. 
I n Section 5.1, we describe the sett ing for the ma in theorem. The statement 
of the main theorem is given in Section 5.2. 
5.1 The set-up 
We consider {Yn]n>i tak ing values in a finite set {A i ,…，Am} of invert ible d x d 
real posit ive matrices, i . e , al l of the entries of A j are s t r ic t ly posit ive for each 
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j = 1, ...,m. 
For a finite set { A j , 1 < j < m } , we can consider ( ¾ , 1 < j < m}, where 
A- 二 ~ ~ 3 _ _ 4 . , so d e t X - 二 ±1 . There is another upper Lyapunov exponent 7 
] |detAj|3 ” 
for the set { ^ , 1 < j < m } w i t h pj = P r { Y i = ^ } 二 P r { Y i = A ) } . From 
Theorem 2.4.1., a.s., 
( 1 n 1、 
7 = l i m i l o g r n . . . n | | = lim ^ l o g | | T V . . W l + s 5 ] l o g | c i e t K | * 
丨 n^oo n 几—⑷ \ ^ ‘^ i=l / 
B y the law of large numbers, a.s., 
几 1 爪 
i Y log I det y,|^ — ^;(log I det Yi\i) = - ^ ¾ log | det A,-| :二 a 
几tr 片 
Therefore 7 = j+a. Thus w i thou t loss of generality, We may assume det Aj = ± 1 
for 1 < j < m. 
One a im of th is chapter is to describe a new approach to approximate 7 
rapidly. The fol lowing result can be obtained f rom Theorem 5.2.1. 
Theorem 5.1.1. There is an algorithm giving approximation ？⑷ to 7； define in 
terms of the maximal eigenvectors and the eigenvalues ofproducts of at most n 
of the matrices, such that there exist C > 0 and K > 0 with 
7 - 7^^^| < K e x p ( - C n ^ + ^ ) for all n > 0. 
The fol lowing funct ion defined for each j takes an impor tan t role i n the ma in 
result: 
Definition 5.1.2. Given a finite str ing i = (ii, ".,in) € {1,…，A:}", we denote its 
length |z| 二 n. Let Pi = Pi, . . -Pi^- Let A, and x^ denote simple posit ive eigenvalue 
and associated eigenvector for ^ 二 A^ i . --A^. Let ai_ = fe，.",in,ii) denote a 
cyclic permutat ion. We define a determinant funct ion by 
( - , n p, [-^ y A ^ X * ) 
W , t ) = exp - E - E l 3 l ; ^ n - K ^ ^ 
\ n=l Ii=n 1 \l=0 - / / 
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where for each t G R the inf in i te series converges t o an analyt ic func t ion for \z 
suff icient ly small. 
Remark 5.1.3. The max ima l simple posit ive eigenvalue for each A is wel l de-
fined w i t h the Perron-Frobenius Theorem: 
Perron-Frohenius TheoremffUl, P.3): Suppose A is an d x d nonnegative prim-
itive matrix, i.e., A^ is positive matrix for some k > 1. Then there exists an 
eigenvalue r such that: 
(a) r > 0. 
(h) r can be associated strictly positive left and right eigenvectors. 
(c) r > |入| for any eigenvalue 入 + r. 
(d) The eigenvectors associated with r are unique to constant multiples. 
(e) IfO < B < A and P is an eigenvalue ofB, then |/?| < r. Moreover, \P\ = r 
implies B 二 A. 
( f ) r is a simple root of the characteristic equation ofA. 
5.2 The main result 
Now we state the ma in result in [12]: 
Theorem 5.2.1. We can write 
• k 况⑴^1 n� 
r V p . " ^ l , J ' - ¾ ¾ " ) 
where the determinantdm(z,t) = l+E=i ^n^" “ • entirefunction. Moreover, 
(1) the coefficients aP = ali\t) can be written explicitly in terms ofthe maximal 
eigenvectors and the eigenvalues ofthe matrices Ai^ • • • A； f o r i i , ...,k G {1,.", k}, 
with 1 < 1 < n; and 
(2) there are Ko > 0 and C > 0 such that |ai》| < Koexp{-Cn^^^). 
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We can calculate the coefficients fln expl ic i t ly. We can wr i te 
k Y^oo ( j ) 
V ^ ,n 2^i=i Ci 
^ = l^POs^oo uU) 
j=l 乙{=1 Ui 
where b2、= na^f)(0), c\i、二 響 ( 0 ) , for j 二 l「.,k. We can deduce Theorem 
5.1.1. f rom Theorem 5.1.2., by sett ing 
k s^n { j ) 
7(w = E ^ . p f ^ 
j=l 2^i=l ^i 
Theorem 5.1.2.(2) allows us to deduce tha t 7(") converges to 7 faster t han any 
exponent ia l rate. 
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